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(57) The present invention relates to an inner tube
for a telescopic steering column (8), with a first end sector
(2) for assembling a bearing (9), having a substantially
circular cross-section obtained by reducing and drawing,
a second end sector (3) and an intermediate sector (4)
having a regular polygonal section, provided with longi-
tudinal planar external guiding faces (5), wherein
the first end sector (2) comprises a plurality of external
flanges (6) emerging longitudinally from its external sur-
face (2a) in axial alignment with at least some of the ex-

ternal guiding faces (5), and a plurality of longitudinal
internal recesses (7) penetrating its inner surface (2b),
each internal recess (7) extending under one of the ex-
ternal flanges (6);
each external flange (6) comprises an essentially planar
external surface which is at least partially flush with the
external guiding face (5) with which it is aligned. A method
and a device for forming the first end sector (2) of the
inner tube (1) are further described.
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Description

Technical field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is encompassed in the
technical field of telescopic steering columns for automo-
tive vehicles, and particularly encompassed in the sector
of inner tubes in such steering columns.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Steering columns for vehicles tend to be formed
by a steering shaft attached at one of its ends to the
steering wheel and at the other end to the wheel axle,
usually for the front wheels, of the vehicle by means of
a universal joint. The axle can rotate inside a support
structure fixed in the vehicle frame. The support structure
can comprise an anchoring support and a tubular part,
inside which the steering shaft rotates in bearings. Cur-
rently, it is very common for the steering wheel to be
movable in depth, both for the purpose of being adjust-
able for the driver and for the purpose of damping the
force of impacts in case of frontal collisions, for which
purpose the tubular part comprises an outer welded
bracket or tube and an inner tube which can move tele-
scopically in the outer bracket or tube so that the steering
wheel can be adjusted to different depths and so that the
tubular part collapses in the case of a vehicle collision.
It is also very common that the steering wheel can be
adjusted in height, for which purpose the outer bracket
or tube is assembled in the anchoring support by means
of assembly systems which allow the angular lowering
of the steering wheel.
[0003] In order to achieve a good slide between the
inner tube and the outer bracket or tube, there have been
provided outer tubes having a polygonal, usually orthog-
onal, outer cross-section provided on the external sur-
face with longitudinal and planar external guiding faces
which are guided in complementary facets provided in-
side the outer bracket or tube. In some steering columns
it is foreseen that for supporting the bearings in which
the inner rotating drive shaft from the steering wheel in-
side the inner tube rotates, the inner tube must have at
least two end sectors having a circular cross-section in
which the respective bearings are supported and delim-
iting between one another an intermediate sector having
an outer polygonal cross-section with the mentioned ex-
ternal faces, one of the end sections must also conven-
iently have planar external areas that are a continuation
of at least some of the planar faces of the intermediate
sector in order to ensure a better slide, both in the ad-
justment of the depth of the steering wheel and in the
case of collision.
[0004] Outer tubes having the mentioned end sector
having a circular section and said planar external areas
are known, obtained from a tube having a polygonal outer
cross-section with an inner passage having a circular
cross-section and a diameter less than that of the bearing

which must be assembled in that end sector and increase
the diameter of the inner passage in the corresponding
end part of the inner tube by means of machining. These
outer tubes must have enough wall thickness so as to be
able to perform machining in said end part, so they are
heavy, they require a lot of material mass truly unneces-
sary for their function, and imply a machining process,
all of which increases the cost of the inner tube in terms
of the material used and the manufacturing process.

Description of the Invention

[0005] The present invention aims to overcome the
drawbacks of the state of the art detailed above by means
of an inner tube for a telescopic steering column for an
automotive vehicle, a method for forming a first end sec-
tor in such inner tube, and a reducing and drawing device
for forming the end.
[0006] The inner tube for a telescopic steering column
according to the present invention comprises a first end
sector for assembling a bearing and having a substan-
tially circular cross-section obtained by reducing and
drawing, along with a second end sector and an interme-
diate sector having a regular polygonal section, provided
with longitudinal planar external guiding faces, and is
characterised in that
the first end sector comprises a plurality of external flang-
es emerging longitudinally from its external surface in
axial alignment with at least some of the external guiding
faces, and a plurality of longitudinal internal recesses
penetrating its inner surface, each internal recess ex-
tending under one of the external flanges; and
each external flange comprises an essentially planar ex-
ternal surface which is at least partially flush with the
external guiding face with which it is aligned.
[0007] According to the invention the invention, the
second end sector of the inner tube can have a circular
cross-section obtained by reducing and drawing.
[0008] Each internal recess is preferably less wide than
the external flange under which it extends. Each internal
recess is also preferably less deep than the thickness of
the wall of the first end sector.
[0009] In order to ensure correct support of the bearing
in the first end part of the inner tube, the internal recesses
preferably have an angular extension as a whole such
that their non-contact area bordering the bearing is less
than 20%.
[0010] The inner tube preferably has a polygonal
cross-section with an even number of sides, provided
with at least six external guiding faces, and more prefer-
ably an octagonal cross-section with eight external guid-
ing faces.
[0011] The first end sector can comprise an equal
number of external flanges as external guiding faces. Al-
ternatively, the first sector can comprise fewer external
flanges than external guiding faces. In the latter case,
the first end sector may not have an external flange axially
aligned with the external guiding face which is arranged
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in a higher position in the inner tube assembly position.
Alternatively or complementarily, the first external sector
may not have external flanges axially aligned with two
external guiding faces diagonally facing one another.
Therefore, the first end sector can have one, two or three
external flanges less than the total number of external
guiding faces which, applied to the case of eight external
guiding faces in the intermediate sector of the tube, would
result in the presence of 7, 6 or 5 external flanges.
[0012] According to the invention, the method for form-
ing a first end sector of an inner tube for a telescopic
steering column comprising said first end sector for as-
sembling a bearing and having a substantially circular
cross-section obtained by reducing and drawing, a sec-
ond end sector and an intermediate sector having a reg-
ular polygonal section, provided with longitudinal planar
external guiding faces, which comprises inserting a draw-
ing ball inside the end part, reducing a first end part having
a polygonal cross-section of the inner tube corresponding
to the polygonal section of the intermediate sector of the
inner tube by means of a conical reducing cavity of an
outer tool moving forward on it, and drawing the first end
part by means of extracting the drawing ball working
against the outer tool to obtain the reduced and drawn
first end sector, and removing the outer tool, and is char-
acterised in that
inserting a drawing ball provided with a plurality of inserts
inside the end part of the inner tube for forming respective
internal recesses longitudinally penetrating the inner sur-
face of the first end part in respective positions which will
be under the external flanges
reducing by means of moving forward on the end part of
the inner tube in a conical reducing cavity comprising
axial grooves sized and distributed along the periphery
of the conical reducing cavity for forming a plurality of
external flanges longitudinally emerging on the external
surface of the first end part and axially aligned with at
least some of the external guiding faces, each external
flange comprising an essentially planar external surface
which is at least partially flush with the external guiding
face with which it is aligned;
drawing the first internal end part of the inner tube working
against the axial grooves of the conical reducing cavity
of the outer tool arranged in axial alignment with the in-
serts by means of extracting the drawing ball and in axial
alignment with the external guiding faces of the interme-
diate sector of the inner tube.
[0013] Finally, the reducing and drawing device for
forming a first end sector of an inner tube for a telescopic
steering column, comprising said first end sector for as-
sembling a bearing and having a substantially circular
cross-section obtained by reducing and drawing a first
end part having a polygonal cross-section of the inner
tube, a second end sector and an intermediate sector
having a regular polygonal section, provided with longi-
tudinal planar external guiding faces, comprises an outer
tool with a conical reducing cavity, a drawing ball which
can be inserted inside the end part of the inner tube, and,

according to the invention, is characterised in that
the conical reducing cavity comprises axial grooves sized
and distributed along the periphery of the conical reduc-
ing cavity for forming a plurality of external flanges lon-
gitudinally emerging on the external surface of the first
end part and axially aligned with at least some of the
external guiding faces, each external flange comprising
an essentially planar external surface which is at least
partially flush with the external guiding face with which it
is aligned;
the drawing ball comprises a plurality of inserts for form-
ing respective internal recesses longitudinally penetrat-
ing the inner surface of the first end part in respective
positions under the external flanges;
the axial grooves of the conical reducing cavity of the
outer tool are arranged in axial alignment with the inserts
of the drawing ball.
[0014] According to that shown by the foregoing, the
present invention overcomes the drawbacks of the state
of the art mentioned above by means of the inner tube
for a telescopic steering column for an automotive vehi-
cle, the method for forming a first end sector in such inner
tube, and the reducing and drawing device for forming
the end, the features of which are detailed in the present
description.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0015] Aspects and embodiments of the invention are
described below based on schematic drawings in which

Figure 1 is a longitudinal elevational view of a first
embodiment of the outer tube according to the
present invention;
Figure 2 is an enlarged view of the first end sector
of the outer tube shown in Figure 1;
Figure 3 is a cross-section view along line A-A
marked in Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a front view of the first end sector of the
inner tube shown in Figures 1 and 2;
Figure 5 is a longitudinal elevational view of a second
embodiment of the outer tube according to the
present invention;
Figure 6 is an enlarged view of the first end sector
of the outer tube shown in Figure 5;
Figure 7 is a front view of the first end sector of the
inner tube shown in Figures 5 and 6;
Figure 8 is a front view of the second end sector of
the inner tube shown in Figures 1 and 5;
Figure 9 is a view corresponding to detail I marked
in Figure 4;
Figure 10 is a perspective view of an embodiment
of a reducing and drawing device according to the
present invention which is used for shaping the first
end sector of the tube shown in Figures 5 to 9;
Figure 11 is a front elevational view of the device
shown in Figure 10;
Figure 12 is a longitudinal section view of the device
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shown in Figure 10;
Figure 13 is a perspective view of the outer tool for
the device shown in Figure 10;
Figure 14 is an elevational view of the tool shown in
Figure 13;
Figure 15 is a cross-section view along B-B marked
in Figure 14;
Figure 16 is a cross-section view along C-C marked
in Figure 14;
Figure 17 is a view of detail II marked in Figure 14;
Figure 18 is a longitudinal cross-section view of the
drawing ball shown in Figure 18;
Figure 19 is a rear plan view of the drawing ball
shown in Figure 18;
Figure 20 is a view of detail III marked in Figure 19;
Figure 21 is an upper plan view of an embodiment
of a telescopic steering column to which the inner
tube according to the present invention is applicable.

[0016] Reference numbers identifying the following el-
ements appear in these drawings:

1 inner tube
2 first end sector
2a external surface
2b inner surface
3 second end sector
4 intermediate sector
5 external guiding faces
6 external flanges
7 internal recesses
8 telescopic steering column
9 bearing
10 outer tool
11 conical reducing cavity
11a axial grooves
11b polygonal sector
11c cylindrical sector
11d reducing ribs
12 drawing ball
12a inserts
12b fixing body
12c ring-shaped cone wedge
12d adjusting washer
12e radial thicknessing
12f housing radial
13 drawing machine
13a first shaping tool
13b intermediate tool
13c second shaping tool
14 anti-rotation system
15 pre-guiding tool
16 ejector mechanism
17 external tool
18 internal tool
19 pre-guiding tool
20 ejection mechanism
21 fixing bracket

21a lower lugs
21b cradle
22 outer semitube
23 tightening shoes
24 cross rod
25 adjusting lever

Embodiments of the Invention

[0017] Figures 1 to 10 illustrate two embodiments of
an inner tube for a steering column. In both embodiments
the inner tube comprises a first end sector -2- for assem-
bling a bearing -9- and having a substantially circular
cross-section obtained by reducing and drawing, a sec-
ond end sector -3-, also for assembling another bearing
-9-, as well as an intermediate sector -4- having a regular
octagonal section provided with eight longitudinal planar
external guiding faces -5-.
[0018] The first end sector -2- comprises a plurality of
external flanges -6- emerging longitudinally from its ex-
ternal surface -2a- in axial alignment with at least some
of the external guiding faces -5-, and a plurality of longi-
tudinal internal recesses -7-penetrating its inner surface
-2b- while the second end sector -3- of the inner tube -1-
has a circular cross-section, also obtained by reducing
and drawing.
[0019] Each internal recess -7- of the first end sector
-2- of the inner tube -1- extends axially under one of the
external flanges -6-, and each external flange -6- com-
prises an essentially planar external surface which is at
least partially flush with the external guiding face -5- with
which it is aligned. As seen in Figure 9, each internal
recess -7-is less wide than the external flange -6- under
which it extends, and less deep than the thickness of the
wall of the first end sector -2-.
[0020] In order to correctly support the corresponding
bearing -9-, the internal recesses -7- have an angular
extension as a whole such that their non-contact area
bordering the bearing -9- is less than 20%.
[0021] The two embodiments shown in Figures 1 to 8
are differentiated in that in the embodiment shown in Fig-
ures 1 to 4, the end sector has eight external flanges -6-,
i.e., one external flange -6- for each external guiding -5-,
while in the embodiment of Figures 5 to 8, the first end
sector -2- comprises fewer external flanges -6- than ex-
ternal guiding faces -5-. Specifically, the first end sector
-2- shown in Figures 5 to 8 does not have an external
flange -6- axially aligned with the external guiding face
-5-which would be arranged in a higher position in the
inner tube -1- assembly position, nor does it have external
flanges -6- axially aligned with two of the external guiding
faces -5- diagonally facing one another of the intermedi-
ate sector, i.e., it only has five external flanges -6- on its
external surface -2a- and, therefore, only five corre-
sponding recesses -7- on its inner surface -2b-. This em-
bodiment is ideal for those steering columns which are
open at their part upper, at least in the area in which the
first end sector -2- of the inner tube -1- is located.
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[0022] Figures 10 to 22 illustrate an embodiment of a
reducing and drawing device which is used for shaping
the end sectors -2, 3- of an inner tube -1- like that illus-
trated in Figures 5 to 9.
[0023] Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the assembly and
arrangement of the reducing and drawing tools of both
ends of the inner tube in an embodiment of a reducing
and drawing device -13- for carrying out the process.
[0024] As can be seen, the reducing and drawing de-
vice -13- comprises a first shaping tool -13a- for shaping
the first end sector -2- of the inner tube -1-, a intermediate
tool -13b- and a second shaping tool -13c- for shaping
the second end sector -3- of the inner tube -1-.
[0025] The first shaping tool -13a- comprises an outer
tool -10- as an outer bushing and an inner tool -12- in the
form of a drawing ball, an anti-rotation system -14- in the
form of a pin, a pre-guiding tool -15- for the inner tube
-1- which is to be formed as well as an ejector mechanism
-16-. As will be described below, the outer tool -10-com-
prises an axial conical cavity for reducing with the shape
of turrets the first end sectors -2- of the inner tube, fur-
thermore axial grooves for making the external flanges
-6- which are flush with the external guiding faces -5- of
the inner tube 1-. In order to obtain said external flanges
-6-, the axial grooves of the outer tool -10- have to be
aligned with projections of the inner tool -12- in the same
angular position, so the first tool -13a- comprises the
mentioned anti-rotation system -14-. The pre-guiding tool
-15- is used for pre-guiding the entry of the inner tool -12-
into the inner tube-1-.
[0026] The second shaping tool -13c- comprises an
external tool -17- as an outer bushing and an internal tool
-18-, a pre-guiding tool -19- for the inner tube -1- which
is to be shaped as well as an ejection mechanism -20-.
The outer tool -17- comprises an axial conical passage
-17a- through which the internal tool -18- moves for shap-
ing the second end -3- of the inner tube -1-.
[0027] The intermediate tool -13b- acts as a mechan-
ical stop for stopping the forward movement of the outer
tool -10- of the first shaping tool -13a- and of the second
shaping tool -13b-.
[0028] The outer tool -10- illustrated in Figures 13 to
17 comprises a conical reducing cavity -11- with a sector
having an octagonal cross-section -11 b- and a cylindrical
sector -11c-. The sector having an octagonal cross-sec-
tion -11b- of the conical reducing cavity -11- has eight
reducing ribs -11 d-, one on each of the outer faces cor-
responding to the sides of the octagon in its area border-
ing the cylindrical sector -11c-. The cylindrical sector
-11b- has five axial grooves -11a- along its internal pe-
riphery in axial alignment with five of the internal faces
of the sector having an octagonal cross-section -11 b-.
[0029] On the other hand, the drawing ball -12- shown
in Figures 18 to 20 comprises a plurality of inserts -12a-
for drawing the external flanges -6-, a fixing body -12b-
whereby the drawing ball -12- can be immobilized in the
reducing and drawing machine, a ring-shaped cone
wedge -12c- and an adjusting washer -12d-.

[0030] It can be seen that the drawing ball -12- is ring-
shaped and is assembled with the capacity to slide axially
in the fixing body -12b- between a radial thicknessing
-12e- and the adjusting washer -12d-. The inserts -12a-
are assembled with the capacity to move radially in re-
spective radial housings -12f- of the drawing ball -12-,
and their internal bases are supported radially in the ring-
shaped wedge -12c-. This arrangement allows that when
the drawing ball -12-moves forward inside the first end
part of the inner tube -1-, it is supported in the radial
thicknessing -12e- such that the inserts -12a- are posi-
tioned in the lowest part of the ring-shaped wedge -12c-
and the external surfaces of the inserts -12a- are flush
with the outer surface of the drawing ball -12-. On the
other hand, when the drawing ball -12- is extracted from
the first end part of the inner tube -1-, it is supported in
the adjusting washer -12d-, such that the inserts -12a-
are positioned in the highest part of the ring-shaped
wedge -12c- and the external surfaces of the inserts -12a-
emerge from the outer surface of the drawing ball -12-
and are therefore susceptible to forming the external
flanges -6-.
[0031] In order to shape the first end sector -2- of the
inner tube -1-, a first end part having an octagonal cross-
section of the inner tube -1- is inserted in the sector having
an octagonal cross-section of the conical reducing cavity
-11- of the outer tool -10- and the drawing ball -12- is
inserted inside said end part of the inner tube -1-. Then
the device is operated for reducing and drawing the first
end part by means of the outer tool -10- and the drawing
ball -12-. Since the axial grooves -11a- are sized and
distributed along the periphery of the conical reducing
cavity -11- and since they are axially aligned with the
inserts -12a- of the drawing ball -12- as well as in axial
alignment with the external guiding faces -5- of the inter-
mediate sector -4- of the inner tube -1-, the external flang-
es -6- longitudinally emerging on the external surface
-2a- of the first end part -2’- and the internal recesses -7-
longitudinally penetrating the inner surface -2b- of the
first end part in respective positions under the external
flanges -6- are formed by means of reducing and drawing.
[0032] As shown in Figure 21, the inner tube -1- can
be integrated in a telescopic steering column -8- com-
prising a fixing bracket -21- which can be assembled in
a vehicle (not shown in the drawings) for which it is pro-
vided with four lower lugs -21a-shaping a cradle -21 b-
in which a rotating outer semitube -22- in which the inner
tube -1- is axially movable is axially immobilized. The
outer semitube -22- has an internal octagonal cross-sec-
tion complementary to the octagonal profile formed by
the external guiding faces -5- of the intermediate sector
-4- of the inner tube -1-, such that the inner tube -1- is
axially guided in the outer semitube -22- by these external
guiding faces -5- and their external flanges -6- provided
in its first end part -2-. The inner tube -1- can be axially
immobilized in the cradle -21 b- in a conventional manner
by means of a pair of tightening shoes -23- attached to
respective external guiding faces -5- of the inner tube -1-
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and susceptible to exerting a tightening force -F- on the
external guiding faces -5-. The tightening shoes -23- are
connected to a conventional tightening mechanism com-
prising a tightening cross rod -24- connected to an ad-
justing lever -25- whereby the operation of which loos-
ens/tightens the fit of the tightening shoes -23- and, there-
fore, the longitudinal position of the outer tube -2-and,
accordingly, the adjustment in depth of the steering wheel
of the vehicle, can be adjusted.

Claims

1. Inner tube for a telescopic steering column (8), with
a first end sector (2) for assembling a bearing (9)
and having a substantially circular cross-section ob-
tained by reducing and drawing, a second end sector
(3) and an intermediate sector (4) having a regular
polygonal section, provided with longitudinal planar
external guiding faces (5), characterised in that
the first end sector (2) comprises a plurality of exter-
nal flanges (6) emerging longitudinally from its ex-
ternal surface (2a) in axial alignment with at least
some of the external guiding faces (5), and a plurality
of longitudinal internal recesses (7) penetrating its
inner surface (2b), each internal recess (7) extending
under one of the external flanges (6);
each external flange (6) comprises an essentially
planar external surface which is at least partially flush
with the external guiding face (5) with which it is
aligned.

2. Inner tube according to claim 1, characterised in
that each internal recess (7) is less wide than the
external flange (6) under which it extends.

3. Inner tube according to claim 1 or 2, characterised
in that each internal recess (7) is less deep than the
thickness of the wall of the first end sector (2).

4. Inner tube according to claim 1, 2 or 3, character-
ised in that the internal recesses (7) have an angular
extension as a whole such that their non-contact ar-
ea bordering the bearing (**) is less than 20%.

5. Inner tube according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
characterised in that the intermediate sector (4)
has a polygonal cross-section with an even number
of sides, provided with at least six external guiding
faces (5).

6. Inner tube according to claim 5, characterised in
that the intermediate sector (4) has an octagonal
cross-section with eight external guiding faces (5).

7. Inner tube according to claim 5 or 6, characterised
in that the first end sector (2) comprises fewer ex-
ternal flanges (6) than external guiding faces (5).

8. Inner tube according to claim 7, characterised in
that the first end sector (2) does not have an external
flange (6) axially aligned with the external guiding
face (5) which is arranged in a higher position in the
inner tube (1) assembly position.

9. Inner tube according to claim 7 or 8, characterised
in that the first end sector (2) does not have external
flanges (6) axially aligned with two external guiding
faces (5) diagonally facing one another.

10. Inner tube according to any one of claims 1 to 10,
characterised in that the second end sector (3) of
the inner tube (1) has a circular cross-section ob-
tained by reducing and drawing.

11. Method for forming a first end sector (2) of an inner
tube (1) for a telescopic steering column (8), com-
prising said first end sector (2) for assembling a bear-
ing (9) and having a substantially circular cross-sec-
tion obtained by reducing and drawing, a second end
sector (3) and an intermediate sector (4) having a
regular polygonal section, provided with longitudinal
planar external guiding faces (5), which comprises
inserting a first end part having a polygonal cross-
section of the inner tube (1) corresponding to the
polygonal section of the intermediate sector (3) of
the inner tube (1) in a conical reducing cavity (11) of
an outer tool (10) and inserting a drawing ball (12)
inside the first end part, and reducing and drawing
the first end part) by means of the outer tool (10) and
the drawing ball (12) to obtain the reduced and drawn
first end sector (2), extracting the drawing ball (12)
and removing the inner tube (1) from the outer tool
(10), characterised in that
inserting the end part of the inner tube in a conical
reducing cavity (11) comprising axial grooves (11 a)
sized and distributed along the periphery of the con-
ical reducing cavity (11) for forming a plurality of ex-
ternal flanges (6) longitudinally emerging from the
external surface (2a) of the first end part (2’) and
axially aligned with at least some of the external guid-
ing faces (5), each external flange (6) comprising an
essentially planar external surface which is at least
partially flush with the external guiding face (5) with
which it is aligned;
inserting inside the end part (2) of the inner tube (1),
a drawing ball (12) provided with a plurality of inserts
(12a) for forming respective internal recesses (7) lon-
gitudinally penetrating the inner surface (2b) of the
first end part in respective positions under the exter-
nal flanges;
drawing and reducing the first end part of the inner
tube (1) with the axial grooves (11 a) of the conical
reducing cavity (11) of the outer tool (10) arranged
in axial alignment with the inserts (12a) of the draw-
ing ball (12) and in axial alignment with the external
guiding faces (5) of the intermediate sector (4) of the
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inner tube (1).

12. Reducing and drawing device for forming a first end
sector (2) of an inner tube (1) for a telescopic steering
column (8) comprising said first end sector (2) for
assembling a bearing (9) and having a substantially
circular cross-section obtained by reducing and
drawing a first end part having a polygonal cross-
section of the inner tube (1), a second end sector (3)
and an intermediate sector (4) having a regular po-
lygonal section, provided with longitudinal planar ex-
ternal guiding faces (5), the device comprising an
outer tool (10) with a conical reducing cavity (11), a
drawing ball (12) which can be inserted inside the
first end part of the inner tube (1), characterised in
that
the conical reducing cavity (11) comprises axial
grooves (11 a) sized and distributed along the pe-
riphery of the conical reducing cavity (11) for forming
a plurality of external flanges (6) longitudinally
emerging on the external surface (2a) of the first end
part (2’) and axially aligned with at least some of the
external guiding faces (5), each external flange (6)
comprising an essentially planar external surface
which is at least partially flush with the external guid-
ing face (5) with which it is aligned;
the drawing ball (12) comprises a plurality of inserts
(12a) for forming respective internal recesses (7) lon-
gitudinally penetrating the inner surface (2b) of the
first end part in respective positions under the exter-
nal flanges;
the axial grooves (11 a) of the conical reducing cavity
(11) of the outer tool (10) are arranged in axial align-
ment with the inserts (12a) of the drawing ball (12).
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